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A B S T R A C T
This review paper discusses recent research outcomes of fabricating three-dimensional (3D) heterogeneous structures in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuit (IC) technologies to enable smart future chips. The CMOS-based 3D heterogeneous structures demonstrated are vertical magnetic-cored inductors for radio-frequency (RF) ICs, through-back-end-of-line (BEOL) metal wall structures for global flying noise isolation, above-IC nano crossbar array electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection devices and graphene-based nano electromechanical (NEM) switch ESD protection structures, and individually controlled multiple-gated MOS field-effect transistors (MOSFET) for non-binary computing. These disruptive 3D heterogeneous structure concepts can potentially enable future smart IC chips in Si CMOS IC platforms.

1. Background
Since the birth of silicon monolithic integrated circuits (ICs) in 1959, geometrical scaling has been driving advances in silicon IC technologies, keeping on increasing transistor count at the Moore’s Law pace until late 1990s [1]. The hallmark Si planar process was the technical foundation that has been guided by the National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (NTRS) through 1990s [2]. The laterally dimensional scaling has evolved into equivalent scaling, as guided by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) until 2000 [3], where new materials and structural features, such as strained silicon and FinFET, were included. Later, 3D Power scaling kicked in to accommodate the ever-increasing demands for and emerging challenges of density, complexity and power as IC technologies continue to advance to sub-10nm nodes, as guided by ITRS 2.0 until 2015 [4]. Nevertheless, as 7nm CMOS is already in production today and 3nm CMOS is on the horizon, lateral shrinking is quickly approaching its end. Since the horizontal Si “land” is limited for increasingly complex ICs, going vertical to make Manhattan style Si-based “skyscrapers” becomes an obvious alternative. Meanwhile, future chips are not only bigger and more complicated, they ought to be smarter too, demanding for more device functionalities to handle more information diversity. Consequently, the ITRS 2.0 was brought to its end in 2015 [5] and the new Heterogeneous Integration Roadmap (HIR) was initiated to address the emerging technical needs and challenges in the new era of integrated circuits and systems [6-7]. The required functional diversification cannot be delivered by conventional Si IC devices. Many novel devices and structures will be needed, which must be heterogeneously integrated into Si ICs in a 3D fashion, mainly based upon the CMOS platforms. To this end, substantial R&D efforts have been devoted to developing non-traditional 3D heterogeneous devices and structures to enhance functionality and improve performing characteristics of conventional Si-based CMOS ICs. For example, Nanoelectromechanical (NEM) relay structure in CMOS backend was recently reported to realize reconfigurable interconnects to enable complex and hard-reconfigurable ICs [8]. This review paper, an extended version of our paper presented at IEEE International Conference on IC Design and Technology [9], provides an overview of our recent research outcomes of developing various disruptive 3D heterogeneous structures to enable smart future CMOS chips.

2. Vertical Magnetic-Cored Inductors
Proliferation of wireless communications have changed our society and the foundation is RF IC technology. The ultimate design goal is to achieve RF system-on-a-chip (SoC) to ensure higher system performance and reliability while reducing costs. The main technical barrier for making RF SoCs is lack of super compact, multiple-GHz, high-performance IC inductors in CMOS. Traditional IC inductors using metal spirals are too large, typically bigger than a bonding pad, which makes single-chip RF SoC impractical. The dream for RF IC designers is to have high-
performance transistor-sized inductors in CMOS. For years, various magnetic-enhanced inductor structures have been reported, utilizing lateral magnetic films or complex MEMS structures to reduce magnetic losses. These magnetic inductors are impractical to CMOS ICs. As a solution, we proposed a novel stacked-via vertical-magnetic-cored inductor structure made in the back-end-of-line (BEOL) of CMOS [10-17]. To understand our disruptive concept, imagine to shrink a perfect discrete solenoid inductor and plugged it vertically into the CMOS BEOL stack, like a “needle”, which forms a transistor-sized vertical-magnetic-cored inductor in CMOS BEOL stacks. As the inductor size shrinks, electrical loss increases due to increased series resistance of metal wires, which however, can be compensated by reducing magnetic loss by use of a closed-loop magnetic circuit. Hence, the overall inductor performance does not suffer from inductor shrinking. Figure 1 depicts the concept of the new vertical magnetic-cored inductor. Taking full use of CMOS BEOL structures, the vertical magnetic bar can be fabricated by locally replacing the common metal vias in a CMOS BEOL stack with suitable magnetic materials, hence called a stacked-via magnetic-cored inductor. One critical specification for the magnetic-cored inductor is to achieve high performance (e.g., Q-factor and inductance density, L-density) at high frequencies (>1GHz). Substantial theoretical and experimental work has been conducted to prototype the new inductor devices and improve the inductor performance [10-19]. Various magnetic materials compositions, materials synthesis techniques, magnetic core structures and process steps were explored. In our initial work, ferrite thin film materials, e.g., Ni0.4Zn0.4Cu0.2Fe2O4, Y2.8Bi0.2Fe5O12 and Co7ZrO9, were used as the magnetic media. A CMOS-compatible process module was developed using a spin-coating method to make single-layer ferrite magnetic enhanced inductors. As depicted in Figure 2, measurements showed encouraging inductance improvement over the non-magnetic references (R1/R2), from 5.8% to 38% up to 9GHz. To enhance magnetic materials for multiple-GHz operations, we further engineered various nano particle powders for the magnetic cores, including CoZ-type (Ba2CoZFe2O9) and Ni-Zn-Cu (Ni1-y-zZnCuFe2O4) series. We found that the Ni-Zn-Cu (Ni1-y-zZnCuFe2O4) composites achieved the best reported performance up to ~10GHz. We then developed a post-CMOS process flow to fabricate the vertical magnetic cores for RF inductors as shown in Figure 3. The new vertical magnetic-cored inductors were fabricated in a foundry 180nm 6-metal CMOS technology. Shown in Figure 4, the new magnetic-cored inductors achieved the then- best-reported inductor performance, i.e., Qmax/fmax-L-density characteristics: ~220% improvement in Q-factor to up to 20GHz and the highest reported L-density of ~700nH/mm at fmax of ~4GHz. A new 3D modeling technique was developed to accurately simulate any arbitrary conductor-magnet structures to guide the design and optimization of vertical magnetic-cored inductors [18, 19]. The new stacked-via magnetic-cored structure can be used to fabricate other types of compact high-performance inductive devices, which may not only reduce RF IC chip size, but also potentially allow new chip architecture. For example, a bank of compact magnetic-cored transformers can be used to realize simplified power amplifier (PA) architecture to address the power back-off problem. The new magnetic-cored inductors were applied to design of LC-VCO ICs in CMOS [20, 21]. Figure 5 shows that in a 1.36–1.86GHz VCO fabricated in a 180nm RF CMOS, it achieves a high FOM factor of ~202dBc/Hz and a reduced phase noises of -121 dBc/Hz at 100-kHz [12]. In a 2.22-2.92GHz VCO fabricated in a 180nm SOI CMOS, it achieves phase noise reduction for from -106.97dBc/Hz to -113.49dBc/Hz [21].

Figure 1 A conceptual view of new vertical magnetic cored inductor in CMOS platform. Insets from Left to Right: a discrete solenoid, simulated vertical magnetic-cored inductor and fabricated vertical magnetic-cored inductor.

Figure 2 Measurement of initial single-layer magnetic-enhanced inductor shows improvement in inductance and Q-factor: Ni-L versus R1 and Y-L/Co-L versus R2 [10].

Figure 3 SEM photos for samples of fabricated vertical magnetic-cored inductors in a 180nm 6-metal CMOS.

3. Through-BEOL Metal Wall Noise Isolation

Interferences, i.e., noise or crosstalk, affect IC performance. As technology shrinking and chip scale increasing continue, noise/crosstalk isolation becomes extremely important and challenging, particularly for large and complex SoC chips. For years, substantial research has been devoted to develop various noise-isolation techniques, resulted in many isolation methods, such as, guide rings, deep trenches, etc. These noise-isolation structures are all inside Si substrates, hence, they only work for in-Si noise isolation.
intermodulation interferers were suppressed by about 9dB (Figure 7) [22].

Figure 6 A conceptual X-section view of the new through-BEOL metal wall flying crosstalk isolation structure in SOI CMOS.

Figure 7 An amplifier circuit with the new in-BEOL metal wall can reduce the IM3 interferers by 9dB in measurement [22].

For complex ICs at advanced nodes, noise coupling mainly occurs in the BEOL stacks through the extremely complex and conductive metal interconnects mesh. This new type of in-BEOL noise coupling is defined as “flying noise”, which is global in nature across the whole chip, and unfortunately, cannot be suppressed by any conventional in-Si noise-isolation techniques. To address this emerging global flying noise challenge, we proposed a novel through-BEOL metal wall flying noise isolation structure as illustrated in Figure 6 [22, 23]. In principle, it is a (near) closed-loop metal wall structure that blocks transmission of electromagnetic waves, hence, noise-isolates circuit blocks residing inside the through-BEOL metal cages. From EM theory, the through-BEOL meta walls can be optimized in terms of metal materials and wall physical designs to block the noise propagation, therefore, eliminating the global flying crosstalk in the BEOL stacks. This flying noise isolation concept was validated experimentally in CMOS. Figure 7 shows the first experiment where a simple amplifier circuit was designed in a foundry 180nm SOI CMOS. A post-CMOS process module was developed to etch a deep trench into the CMOS BEOL stack, which was filled with silver powder to form the in-BEOL metal wall structure. In measurement, it was observed that the troublesome third-order

Figure 8 presents a second prototype design, which are SPDT RF switch circuits fabricated in a foundry 45nm SOI CMOS [23]. The design splits include SPDT switches with and without in-BEOL metal walls that were made of silver nano powders.

Figure 8 SPDT RF switches fabricated in a 45nm SOI CMOS utilizes the new through-BEOL metal wall to successfully block the global flying crosstalk by 98% in linear scale [23].

Measurement shows that the in-BEOL metal wall structure reduces the inter-switch flying crosstalk by 18.5dB, almost entirely blocked the global flying crosstalk (~98.6% in linear scale). The experiments confirmed that our new through-BEOL metal wall flying noise isolation technique is efficient in blocking the above-Si global flying crosstalk.
4. Above-IC Nano-Crossbar ESD Protection

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) failure is the most devastating reliability problem to ICs. On-chip ESD protection is required for all ICs and electronic systems [24]. As IC process technologies continue scaling and chip complexity rapidly increases, on-chip ESD protection design emerges as a major IC reliability design challenge. Since the initial ESD awareness in late 1960s, ESD protection has been relied on in-Si PN-junction-based active devices to form low-impedance conduction channels to discharge fast ESD transients, hence, provide ESD protection for ICs. Unfortunately, the conventional ESD protection structures inevitably introduce parasitic effects inherent to the PN junctions, such as ESD-induced parasitic capacitance, noises and leakage current, which seriously affect IC performance, particularly for high-frequency broad band RF ICs and high-speed ICs. On the other hand, on-chip ESD protection structures consume large Si die area in order to handle the significant ESD-related energy, and the typically irregular ESD device shapes makes IC physical layout design truly challenging. These ESD protection design problems are becoming unbearable to advanced ICs at sub-28nm nodes. It is hence imperative to develop disruptive ESD protection solutions for future chips that are not tied to in-Si PN junctions [25]. To address such emerging ESD protection design challenges, we devised two revolutionary above-IC non-PN type ESD protection concepts and device structures. Figure 9 depicts the first concept of an above-IC nano crossbar array ESD protection structure [26-28]. In principle, this new device is a two-terminal phase-changing switch structure comprising two electrodes and a phase-changing insulator in between. The insulator is made of specially synthesized nano materials that is electrically OFF in normal IC operations. Under ESD stressing, the strong incident electrostatic force causes phase change of the nano insulator, making it conducting, hence turns ON the nano crossbar switch to discharge the ESD transients. When an ESD event is over, the switch will return to its OFF state. The nano crossbar array switch is built in the CMOS BEOL stack above the Si substrate and is not a conventional PN junction device. It is an above-IC ESD switch structure. While each crossbar node is a nano device, a large nano crossbar array can be designed to handle large ESD energy collectively. This novel nano crossbar array ESD switch structure was experimentally validated using a post-CMOS process module developed. Figure 10 presents the measured transient ESD I-V curve for a single-node crossbar ESD switch by transmission-line pulsing (TLP) ESD testing, showing the desired symmetrical two-directional ESD discharging I-V behavior. Figure 11 shows the measured I-C curves for a nano crossbar array ESD switch where multiple ESD triggering effect can be observed. Measurement shows ultrafast ESD response time of ~100pS, negligible leakage current of I_{leak}≈2pA (Figure 12), tunable ESD triggering voltage V_{t1} of 1.26~28.3V (Figure 13) and ultrahigh ESD protection capability of ~267V/μm². Since the new nano crossbar ESD protection structure is above the Si substrate, it does not consume extra Si die area. This novel above-IC nano crossbar array ESD switch structure can potentially resolve all challenging problems associated with the conventional in-Si PN-based ESD protection structures.

Figure 9 A conceptual illustration for the new above-IC nano crossbar array ESD protection structure in CMOS.

Figure 10 TLP testing shows symmetric ESD discharging I-V curve for a single-node nano crossbar ESD protection structure.

Figure 11 TLP testing shows symmetric ESD discharging I-V curve for a sample nano crossbar array ESD protection structure.
3. SD switch is an ideal ESD protection structure. Since graphene film is ultralight and has very large Young’s module, the gNEMS switching speed can be extremely fast. When an ESD transient appears, the electrostatic force pulls the graphene membrane downward to touch the bottom conductor, hence turns on the gNEMS device to discharge the ESD surge. When the ESD transient is over, the graphene film will bounce back and turn the gNEMS OFF again. Since gNEMS is a mechanical switch, ideally, it has no leakage current and almost no parasitic capacitance. Since it is built in the CMOS BEOL stack, above the IC substrate, gNEMS devices will not consume extra Si die area. Therefore, the gNEMS ESD switch is an ideal ESD protection structure. Since graphene film is ultralight and has very large Young’s module, the gNEMS switching speed can be extremely fast. Figure 15 presents the measured transient ESD discharging I-V behaviors for a sample gNEMS switch, showing the desired dual-directional and symmetrical I-V characteristic. Measurement also shows negligible leakage current of ~3pA, superfast ESD response time of ~200ps and ultrahigh ESD protection capability of ~1500V/μm², which is many orders of magnitude higher than a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) ESD protection structure that is normally considered the most robust Si ESD protection structure. It is encouraging that the gNEMS ESD switch can be potentially ideal ESD protection solution for future ICs.

5. Above-IC Graphene NEMS ESD Switch

Figure 14 shows the second novel above-IC ESD protection structure, which is a graphene-based NEMS (gNEMS) switch ESD protection device fabricated in the CMOS BEOL stack [29, 30]. This new graphene gNEMS ESD switch is a two-terminal device, entirely different from conventional in-Si PN-based ESD protection devices. A gNEMS has a graphene membrane over a cavity. The two electrodes are the graphene membrane on top (cathode, or, K) and the bottom of the cavity (anode, or, A). Unlike any PN-based electronic devices, the gNEMS device is a mechanical switch, which remains electrically OFF in normal IC operations. When an ESD transient appears, the electrostatic force pulls the graphene membrane downward to touch the bottom conductor, hence turns on the gNEMS device to discharge the ESD surge. When the ESD transient is over, the graphene film will bounce back and turns the gNEMS OFF again. Since gNEMS is a mechanical switch, ideally, it has no leakage current and almost no parasitic capacitance. Since it is built in the CMOS BEOL stack, above the IC substrate, gNEMS devices will not consume extra Si die area. Therefore, the gNEMS ESD switch is an ideal ESD protection structure. Since graphene film is ultralight and has very large Young’s module, the gNEMS switching speed can be extremely fast. Figure 15 presents the measured transient ESD discharging I-V behaviors for a sample gNEMS switch, showing the desired dual-directional and symmetrical I-V characteristic. Measurement also shows negligible leakage current of ~3pA, superfast ESD response time of ~200ps and ultrahigh ESD protection capability of ~1500V/μm², which is many orders of magnitude higher than a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) ESD protection structure that is normally considered the most robust Si ESD protection structure. It is encouraging that the gNEMS ESD switch can be potentially ideal ESD protection solution for future ICs.

6. Multiple-Gated MOSFETs

Our information and internet era rely on binary data processing, including computing and storage, which was enabled by transistors and CMOS ICs. The base-2 binary numbering system is the foundation for most information processing systems, whose capacity is certainly limited, i.e., $2^n$ (n is bit number in a byte) caps binary the information system capacity. The binary numbering system is natural to CMOS ICs because a MOSFET has two conduction states, OFF (0) and ON (1) corresponding to M and 0 or not. Imagine a base-M numbering system where the inset is a SEM image for gNEMS. Research has been done to explore multiple-state-value devices, mainly pursuing for unique conducting materials to realize many-status logics. As a potential solution, we proposed a novel individually-controlled multiple-gated MOSFET structure. Figure 16 depicts such a device concept where a MOSFET has four individually controlled gates over the same conduction channel. By selectively biasing the four gates, individually or collectively, this MOSFET will deliver multiple conduction states, hence, forms
a non-binary M\(^n\) numbering system [31, 32]. For different channel conduction states, \(I_0\) will be different for the MOSFET. By designing the 4-gated MOSFET, 5\(< M \leq 16\) may be obtained. There are several advantages for this base-M information MOSFET structure and numbering system. First, its information system capacity increases significantly from the binary system. Second, by choosing M=10 through device design, a base-10 (i.e., 10\(^{th}\)) system may be realized, which not only dramatically increases the system capacity, but also makes computing algorithm and system architecture more natural to human instinct. Third, this 4-gated MOSFET can be fabricated using classic CMOS IC technologies through 3D heterogeneous integration.

Figure 16 Conceptual illustration for the novel multiple-gated MOSFET.

7. Summary

The past six decades have witnessed the unprecedented advances of the Si-based IC technologies, which has completely changed human life. As we are rapidly moving from the information technology (IT) era to the internet-of-everything (IoET) age, it calls for disruptive IC technologies to facilitate the emerging needs for information sensing, computing, storage and communications, which simply cannot be supported by the hallmark Si planar IC process technologies. To break the deadlock of space, complexity and performance of ICs, one viable answer to the grand technical challenge is to develop smart future chips that can integrate more device functionalities, in a 3D fashion, to improve operating characteristics of IC chips. 3D heterogeneous structures and heterogeneous integration are the potential solutions to continuous advances of Si-based CMOS ICs beyond the Moore’s Law. This paper reviews some novel 3D heterogeneous structures that we developed recently to address the emerging IC design challenges including: compact inductors with vertical magnetic cores, in-BEOL global flying noise isolation structures, on-chip ESD protection and multi-gated transistors for non-binary numbering systems. These new 3D heterogeneous structure concepts, while being exemplar, are truly disruptive and potentially enablers for future smart chips.
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